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Vortex-shedding frequency of cylinder wake
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Seek prediction from equations/physics



Stable basic flow at Re=40

Unstable basic flow at Re=100 Temporal mean of cylinder wake at Re=100

Snapshot of cylinder wake at Re=100
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Temporally periodic wake flow
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Linearise about steady base flow
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Linearise about temporal mean

Strange and unjustified procedure, but quite successful



linearisation about base flow

linearisation about mean flow

frequency of nonlinear flow

linearisation about mean flow

linearisation about base flow





Galerkin / POD /
Karhunen-Loeve basis set



Multiple scale expansion near Hopf threshold

Asymptotic/numerical calculation of 	

mean flow, limit cycle, eigenvectors, …







Counter-example of open-cavity flow: 	

eigenvalues of mean flow of limit cycle 	

do NOT predict the frequency. 	

What is the difference? not of traveling wave type?







Temporal mean:

Subtract:
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Neglecting nonlinear terms leads to eigenvalue problem for         : (�, u)
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Find                   such that � = i!A,U, (�, u)
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1) Why should                    be such that              ?� = i!A,U, (�, u)

Marginal stability criterion of Malkus (hypothesis)

2) Why should solution    to linear equation 	

!
!
consist of a single eigenmode, instead of a superposition?	

!
Certainly not true in every case. 	

Temporal spectrum of cylinder wake has a single large peak.



3) How can we justify neglecting nonlinear terms?

�(u ·r)u

h(u ·r)ui
usual linearisation procedure

usual hypothesis used when linearising about 	

something other than a steady state	

(“force” which maintains the non-steady state)

But what if their SUM were zero or small?	

i.e.              







At lowest order, mean “flow” has

Nonlinear interaction of these eigenmodes of the basic state



Hopf bifurcation to standing or traveling waves if separation 
ratio S=RaC/RaT<0	


Temperature and concentration gradients are in opposite directions

convection threshold 	

(reduced Rayleigh number)

Separation ratio

Hopf frequency
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Mean field

r/rc = 2.333/2.0539=1.14   



Thermosolutal convection	

Eigenvalues of base flow and of mean field	


P=10, L=0.1, S=-0.5



(temperature/concentration fields)



Eigenmode of base flow (real part)



Eigenmode of base flow (imag part)



Eigenmode of mean flow (real part)



Eigenmode of mean flow (imag part)



(velocity field)



Stay tuned …	
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Thank you!


